PLAYING FIELD

rt-fair impresarios Amanda Sharp and Matthew
Siotover met at Oxford and started'their art
magazine, Frieze, in 1991, "almost as a fanzine,"
Siotover says on the phone from London. In 2003,
they founded the Frieze Art Fair, transforming London
into the place for the international art world to gather
the second week of October. Over tea at New York's
Soho House, Sharp, who now lives in Manhattan, says
"civic pride" in her adoptive city was a motivating force in
launching Frieze New York this month. "When we started
the fair, what really blew us away was that the whole of
creative and social London came-from famous chefs
to the most interesting film directors," she says. (Official
recognition came late last year, when she and Siotover
were named O.B.E.'s, or Officers of the British Empire.) Will
Frieze New York generate a similar citywide momentum?
With 180 galleries from around the globe plying their
carefully curated wares on Randall's Island, in a pavilion
designed by the Brooklyn-based architectural firm
SO-IL, expect Frieze's signature mix of stars (Marina
Abramovic, Kehinde Wiley) and up-and-comers (Nick
Mauss, Vanessa Billy). Outside the tent, the fair's nonprofit
arm, Frieze Projects, curated this year by Cecilia Alemani
("A Love Affair with Art," page 276), has commissioned
eight works responding to local history and geography.
Visitors can have their faces cast at sculptor John
. Ahearn's re-creation of his legendary "South Bronx
Hall of Fame" (first shown in 1979) or try navigating
nove'list Rick Moody's fictional G.P.S. Free ferries will
shuttle visitors to and from the pier at East Thirty-fifth
Street. "We've taken a few dealers, and when they get
on the boat, they start turning into kids and getting their
cameras out," Siotover says. "That's one of the things
I'm most excited about-the journey."-LESLIE CAMHI
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herlock Holmes is pop culture's favorite hero-75 actors have played
him in the movies alone. Sherlock (Masterpiece, PBS) ingeniously
transposes the adventures of Holmes (Benedict Cumberbatch) and
Dr. Watson (Martin Freeman) to the present-day London of smart
phones and tabloid TV. About to begin its superb second season, the show
has gone from a cultish English hit to an international sensation. Everything
about Sherlock clicks, from the visual tricks showing how the great detective
picks up clues to the casting-especially Andrew Scott as his archenemy, Jim
Moriarty, whose unpredictably weird style unsettles even Holmes. Carrying
things into the stratosphere are the show's stars. Where Dr. Watson usually
comes off as a bit of a dullard, Freeman-who's the lead in Peter Jackson's
upcoming movie of The Hobbit-makes him a smart, brave Everyman unafraid
to tell Sherlock off. As for Cumberbatch, who's the villain in the new Star Trek,
he plays Holmes as a petUlant schoolboy goaded by genius-and boredom.
Sonorous of voice and infinitely restless, Cumberbatch is the greatest
Sherlock Holmes of all time, a feat that's i3nything but erementary.-J.p.
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